
luciano  |  dining collection  |  made in Indonesia Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

luciano

a beautiful balance of classic and contemporary design,
Luciano easily complements any décor or dinner party. The clean, angular silhouette conceals two refectory leaves that slide out to 
accommodate a range of gatherings. Choose your perfect setting for holidays, birthdays or formal entertaining—Luciano is offered in an 
array of rich or slightly timeworn finishes.

product details
 u Crafted by Indonesian artisans, these tabletops are accented with solid, 

planked oak and oak veneers for long-lasting durability.

 u Fully finished on all surfaces, the tapered, squared and beautifully carved legs 
complement the tabletop’s simple styling.

 u Table finishes are wire-brushed to accentuate the wood’s natural grain.

 u Burnished finishes include an additional coat of stain and darker shading, 
which is hand-applied by the artisans to create a timeworn look.  

 u Finishes are lacquered for added protection and a subtle satin sheen.

 u 54” tables features two 18-inch self-storing extensions. T 
able opens to 90” wide.

 u 80” tables includes two 20-inch self-storing extensions. Table opens to 120” 
wide, 54” table seats up to 10, 80” table seats up to 12.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, 
making each truly unique.

 u Natural wood may display small splits, knots, joint lines, or other organic 
features that will not affect the quality or performance of your piece.

 u Furniture made from natural wood may move slightly due to temperature and 
humidity. This is normal and should be expected from season to season.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations.

54” Dining Table 
54” w x 36” d x 31” h; opens to 90”w 
Weathered 30LUCIANOWSM 
Seats up to 10.

80” Dining Table  
80” w x 40” d x 31” h; opens to 120”w 
Weathered 30LUCIANOW 
Seats up to 12.


